
 

 

BALL MASTERY - MOVEMENT & COMBOS 
The objective of this activity is to get every player with a ball as many touches of the ball 
as possible in as short a period of time as we can. We also want to take the players 
engaged in practicing as many of our Core Technical Skills as they can. 
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SET UP & ACTIVITY 
Create a rectangle and divide it into smaller squares within which each player will work on 
their Ball Mastery techniques. Make your squares fairly small (3 yards by 3 yards) as this 
session focus on close control in the square combined with movement 

• Impress on your players that speed is not the goal of the activity keeping the ball in their 
square at all times is the goal.  

• Trying to perfect the technique and do it perfectly is what we are looking for while 
getting as may repetitions as possible. 

GUIDED DISCOVERY QUESTIONS 

1. How can we keep the ball close to us at all times? 
Take small touches/ softer touches 

2. Why do we want to keep the ball close to us in a game? 
To make it harder for the other team to take the ball from us 

3. How can we make sure we don’t dribble our ball out of the square what do we need to 
do? 
Look around and make sure we know when we are getting close to the edge of the 
square. Stop or change when we get to the edge of the square to stay inside. 

4. If you feel like your ball is getting away or out of control what can you do? 
Stop the ball. Change the direction we are dribbling so we stay inside the grid as soon 
as we feel we are getting close to the edge of the square. 



ACTIVITIES 

 

 

Combination of any of these ball mastery 
techniques. Combine them make up 
your own sequence. Set number of 
repetitions or set amount of time. Keep 
your ball in your square at all times! 

Toe Touches 
Foundations 
Scissors 
Pull Backs 
V- Pulls 
Drag & Turn 

Dribble To A Corner Stop The Ball Before 
The Corner. Turn Dribble Back To The 
Middle. Do Any 10 Touches On The Ball. 
Visit The Next Corner. Visit All Corners 

Dribble To A Corner Stop The Ball Before 
The Corner. Drag Back To The Middle. Do 
Any 10 Touches On The Ball. Visit The Next 
Corner. Visit All Corners 

Dribble to the corners around the inside 
of your square. Stop at each corner then 
make a turn.  

Once you have completed a circuit 
dribble back around the square the 
other way. Try and use a variety of 
different ways to change direction when 
you get to the corners. 



BALL MASTERY & MOVE 

The next activity you can introduce is to have the players do a series of ball mastery 
technique or combinations in their square and then upon the coaches command “MOVE” 
they must dribble into any square that is open and has no player in it. 

You can not have two players in the same square at anytime. Players will have to react 
quickly to dribble into an open square. Players will have to look around to see where an 
open square is and also communicate with each other. 

Keep them moving, encourage them to always be looking around and anticipating where 
they will go when they hear the command. What will they do and where will they go if 
another player takes the space they were going to take? 



PAIRS SOLE ROLES RACE 

Players will pair up and work with a partner in an adjacent square. Each player will remain in 
their square as the work in partners with one ball to start with. 

Make all of the following activities a race between the pairs and after each race switch 
partners. 

1. Complete 20 Sole Rolls with your partner 
2. Complete 20 Right foot only Sole Rolls 
3. Complete 20 Left foot only Sole Rolls 
4. Complete 20 One Touch Sole Rolls 
5. Complete 20 Alternate foot Sole Rolls 
6. Complete 20 Sole Rolls receive the ball with one foot, do a side ways drag to transfer ball 

to the other foot then Sole Roll back to your partner 
7. Add an extra ball and repeat the above activity so both balls are being used at the 

same time 
 

 


